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THE START OF A HOCKEY 
REVOLUTION
AYCANE - A BURNING PASSION FOR HOCKEY AND FOR ATHLETIC 
APPAREL ENGINEERED TO PERFORM

“Maximizing hockey players’ performance” is AY-
CANE’s mantra. While our competitors invest a lot of 
time developing hockey skates and sticks, modern-day 
Swiss textile engineers are focusing on the foundations 
for success: a hockey player’s undergarments.

The importance of the layers we wear on our skin has 
been totally underestimated. The baselayer has a huge 
impact on whether the hockey player overheats while 
playing or cools down too much.

The type of fabric is crucial: AYCANE optimizes body 
temperature regulation and breathability through 
the use of high-tech fabrics, developed exclusively in 
Italy. These innovative fabrics wick moisture away from 
the body while also providing maximum freedom of 
movement and speeding up recovery.

To ensure that energy levels are still high in the final 
period - and in those crucial final seconds - AYCANE 
has been conducting research using innovative fabrics 
that can store and restore an athlete’s energy. Sound 
far-fetched? It is. Stay tuned for more information.

The cut has been fine-tuned to meet a hockey player’s 
ergonomic requirements. Men, women, children and 
youth will benefit from the perfect fit.

The first collection is making good on its promise that 
AYCANE baselayers feel like a second skin. Wow effect 
guaranteed.

On to the smart details: How often do you see hockey 
players momentarily distracted by having to adjust 
their elbow guards during the game? AYCANE’s solu-
tion: anti-slip zones to keep elbow guards in place.

Neck guards are mandatory in Sweden. In other ho-
ckey strongholds, players refuse to wear a neck guard 
because they‘re uncomfortable. AYCANE has combined 
protection and comfort with a cut-resistant fabric that 
feels nice on the skin and is also very stretchy. A revo-
lution is in the works. 

Neoprene pants to warm players’ groin and hips will 
be a thing of the past: AYCANE is using a warmer, ex-
tremely stretchy fabric designed specifically for this 
sensitive part of a hockey player’s body. This is offset 
by mesh inserts that create airflow to the right spots.

Our high-tech socks complement the hockey and ba-
selayer collection; they don’t slip, aren’t too thick or 
too thin, have no irritating seams, but still protect your 
calves and Achilles tendon area from cuts.

Pre- and post-game off-ice time: AYCANE‘s goal is to 
develop a complete collection that ensures the athle-
te‘s total well-being, meets their every need, and spe-
aks their language, not just on the ice, but while trai-
ning. That is why AYCANE is launching a Training and 
Recharge Collection that meets the highest standards 
in performance and comfort while also embodying 
everything hockey represents.

Last but not least: The Look. Good design is about 
simplicity. Minimalist. Bold. Brazen. Its performance-
based approach to design puts AYCANE a step ahead. 
AYCANE’s bold style will permeate all products - wit-
hout compromise.

AYCANE’s performance enhancing qualities make it 
a brand that appeals to the head, but also speaks to 
the heart,  because AYCANE lives and breathes hockey, 
becoming one with the athlete.

PRESS RELEASE
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BASELAYER PROPERTIES

Fabrics & material “The best for the best.” Based on the requirements for a given body region, the 
best fabrics are developed* and used to:

 » Improve performance
 » Speed up recovery
 » Optimize breathability
 » Regulate body temperature
 » Provide maximum freedom of movement
 » Ensure ultimate comfort
 » Neutralize odors
 » Create a warming effect in sensitive areas like the groin and hips
 » Improve airflow
 » Protect the hockey player through cut-resistant zones
 » Guarantee fabrics that bounce back; AYCANE fabrics don‘t lose their 

stretch due to constant use.

* AYCANE develops fabrics for hockey in collaboration with our strategic 
partner in Italy, Pontetorti.

Cut  » Perfectly tailored to meet the ergonomic requirements of male and female 
hockey players

Smart Details  » Wide neckline
 » Anti-slip zones on elbows
 » Ventilation integrated into waistband
 » Bonded Velcro tabs to attach socks
 » Built-in athletic cup pocket
 » Silicon gripper at bottom of leg so hockey shorts don‘t slide up

Look / Design  » Uncompromising focus on performance
 » Minimalist. Bold. Brazen. Distinct.
 » Shaped by hockey, inspired by athletes
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LAUNCH DATES

September 2021  » Hockey baselayers for men, women and kids
 » Hockey socks for men, women and kids
 » Training collection for men
 » T-shirt line for kids
 » Recharge collection for men
 » Accessories

Spring 2022  » Training collection for women
 » Recharge collection for women

Summer 2022  » Baselayer update for men
 » Training collection update for men

LAUNCHING DATES
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW 2021 / 2022

COLLECTIONS PRODUCTS 
2021 LAUNCH

PRODUCTS 
2022 LAUNCH

MEN  » Hockey
 » Training
 » Recharge

 » Baselayer pants and 
shorts

 » Jackets
 » Hoodies and sweatshirts
 » T-shirts
 » Sweatpants
 » Shorts
 » Socks
 » Hats and caps
 » Water bottles

 » Boxer shorts

WOMEN  » Hockey
 » Training
 » Recharge

 » Baselayer pants
 » Baselayer short- and 

long-sleeved shirts
 » Hats and caps
 » Water bottles

 » Hoodies and sweatshirts
 » T-shirts & tank tops
 » Sweat pants and leggings
 » Shorts
 » Socks
 » Undergarments

KINDER  » Hockey
 » Training
 » Recharge

 » Baselayer pants
 » Baselayer shirts
 » T-shirts
 » Socks
 » Hats and caps
 » Water bottles

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 2021 / 2022
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Our origins Born in the North, engineered in Switzerland, and at home on the ice. The new, 
rebellious innovative athletic brand took off in Europe and has been soaring 
across the Northern Hemisphere, wherever pucks are being shot into nets and 
athletes demand the best, of themselves and their equipment.

Vision AYCANE provides hockey, its players and fans, and the entire community with 
innovative products and initiatives that improve the sport and invigorate the 
spirit. Growing together is the name of the game.

Mission AYCANE kindles passion with products that boast a unique identity, improve 
individual performance and transform teams into champions. The development 
and design team give their all to ensure that hockey players and athletes can 
tap into their maximum potential and follow their passion - on the ice and off.

Vorsätze We give it our best and our all. 
We invent, explore and set new benchmarks.  
We are strong, fearless and rebellious.

Brand Our religion is innovation, our souls are rebellious, our approach 
unconventional. AYCANE fearlessly questions the tried-and-true, forges new 
paths and rethinks every detail to find the ultimate solution for the athlete. 
Leading a revolution means breaking the rules. Unapologetically unconfined 
and bursting with energy. 

Our source of inspiration YCANE lives, breathes and embraces hockey. Through AYCANE, strong 
individuals find their people and their winner’s circle, and unleash their inner 
maestro.

We gather around the campfire, around the goalie, cheer each other on and 
motivate each other daily, on and off the ice, to give it our best shot. We win and 
lose together, go on the attack together, demand victory and defend each other, 
share our passion, and value each individual’s uniqueness.

“Be strong so you can stand alone, be yourself so you can stand apart, find the 
wisdom to stand together when the time comes.”

The Circle. Our community. The power of the circle is infinite, the protection of a circle is absolute. For 
AYCANE, the circle is more than a symbol, it is our protection, our source of 
strength, a home for players and athletes and our community.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
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Athletes The brand is directed at athletes with integrity, who go all out to tap into their 
performance and only set limits in order to overcome them. Hockey players 
who ignite team spirit, who make themselves heard in the locker room and lead 
by example. Wizards on the ice, warriors at heart, the team maestro. Athletes 
never rely on their talent; they work with grit and determination, every single 
day - for themselves, but above all, for their team.

Our promise Extraordinary athletes need exceptional apparel. No matter which product 
AYCANE is developing, it is engineered to enhance performance, innovative 
to its very core, sustainably produced, and has a whole lot of attitude. Every 
product supports the athlete’s lifestyle, making them unstoppable.

Distribution Athletes and their requirements come first, which is why maintaining a close 
connection is important to AYCANE. This is only possible directly through our 
e-commerce platform aycane.com and our social media channels, where we 
listen to our customers, learn, and improve ourselves daily.

Focus and target markets Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Sweden, Finland, Norway, Czech Republic, USA, 
Canada and in the future, Russia;

(AYCANE delivers to all target to all target markets throughout the entire EU and 
Great Britain. Russia and Asia will follow.)

Partners AYCANE works only with the world’s most technologically advanced materials 
and apparel manufacturers. Each step in the delivery chain adheres to the 
highest quality standards.

Sustainability* Sustainability is deeply entrenched in our day-to-day operations. Caring for 
nature and people is integral to our brand. This is factored into every aspect, 
from product development to returned orders.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
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See below for a list of sustainability goals and initiatives that are of paramount importance to AYCANE and will be 
diligently pursued:

@ Office Single-use plastics are forbidden, garbage is limited to a minimum, and is col-
lected and recycled. We encourage all members of the circle to be conscious of 
their use of resources. Video conferences take precedence over business trips.

Modes of transport Our imperative: Reduce travel to reduce our environmental impact. Source and 
produce products as close to our markets as possible. Use intercontinental 
modes of transport - whenever possible - by rail and by sea.

Packaging AYCANE is working towards a zero-waste packaging strategy. This means that 
all packing materials will be recycled or reused.

Production If available, AYCANE uses recycled materials.

All manufacturing partners must have a sustainability strategy and have the 
same or similar environmental protection goals. On this basis, factories that 
have adopted internationally recognized sustainability standards, such as 
Bluesign, will clearly be given preference.

Animal welfare AYCANE does not use any materials (raw or processed) from living an-
imals. For example, this applies to down, fur, pearls, etc., but not exclu-
sively. The sole exception is wool that has been subject to strict animal 
welfare monitoring. AYCANE only permits the use of wool from regula-
ted, organic livestock production, mulesing- and chlorine-free.

Organic cotton AYCANE uses primarily organic and sustainable cotton processed under the Glo-
bal Organic Textile Standard (GOTS).

Chemical substances AYCANE has created a list of banned substances to prevent the use of 
dangerous chemicals in their products. In addition to regulations set out 
by the European Union and US customs, we ban PFCs from all products.

SUSTAINABILITY

SAVING THE ICE
SUSTAINABILITY IS DEEPLY ENTRENCHED IN OUR DAY-TO-DAY 
OPERATIONS. CARING FOR NATURE AND PEOPLE IS INTEGRAL TO 
OUR BRAND.
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Product life cycle Give back instead of discarding: The ultimate goal is a closed recycling system 
where customers can return products any time. 

AYCANE provides its users with a reasonably-priced repair service in order to 
maximize the product life cycle.

AYCANE’s production waste policy is “reduce to the absolute minimum.” 
Our D2C business model allows us to take control of all remaining stock and 
keep it as lean as possible. This means that we use up all materials to avoid 
wasting or having to dispose of fabrics or parts. AYCANE never throws out 
excess inventory. If a buyer can‘t be found, it will be donated to a charitable 
organization.

Social responsibility All partners must provide us with a code of conduct that complies with ILO 
labor standards and goes beyond the bare minimum. AYCANE actively and 
constantly monitors for the following standards:

 » Employees work of their own free will
 » No discrimination
 » No child labor exploitation
 » Right to collective bargaining and associations
 » A living wage is being paid
 » Fair work hours
 » Safe and healthy working conditions 
 » Legally binding employment relationships



ALL ATHLETES 
DESERVE THE BEST
AND WHY WE NEVER DISPUTED THIS FACT

It’s actually not even worth mentioning, but it was clear to us from the outset that AYCANE isn‘t a guy thing, even 
if hockey is a male-dominated sport. We are just as committed to providing women with the best products, sup-
porting their passion for the sport so they can set the ice on fire and unleash their superpowers. We do our best 
every day to meet the needs of female players and help them on their journey. AYCANE is not directing its efforts at 
quiet angels, but rather, fighters, in all their boisterous authenticity. To inspiring female athletes, who assert their 
will and aren’t afraid to show their tough side, not just towards the opposing team. There is plenty of space in the 
AYCANE circle for diversity and individuality, but there is no space for discrimination.
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES



FOR THE STRENGTH OF THE PACK 
IS THE WOLF, AND THE STRENGTH 
OF THE WOLF IS THE PACK.
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„FIND YOUR PEOPLE.  
LOVE THEM HARD.“
NICO SERENA, SVEN SERENA, EVELYN THURNER, DANIEL GIGER 
AND PETER FORSBERG FOUND EACH OTHER, BONDED OVER SHA-
RED VALUES, DEVELOPED A VISION, AND FIRED EACH OTHER UP 
WITH THEIR COMBINED ENERGY. THE RESULT: AMAZING PRO-
DUCTS AND AN INSEPARABLE “INNER CIRCLE.” GET TO KNOW 
THEM:

FOUNDERS
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FOUNDERS

THE MASTERMIND, NICO SERENA 
CO-FOUNDER, CEO / CHIEF PRODUCT OFFICER 
SWITZERLAND, 42 YEARS OLD, SVEN SERENA’S BROTHER

Two things make Nico Serena’s heart beat faster: His love of hockey and 
his passion for the textile industry. His 20 years of experience in the gar-
ment industry, 18 of these spent in management positions, including CEO 
of KJUS (www.kjus.com), have earned him the role of head of AYCANE. His 
expertise is what got the hockey baselayer revolution rolling. He realized 
that there was much to improve with respect to hockey undergarments, 
and as product luminary, he knows exactly what is needed.

LinkedIn | Instagram

THE MAKER, SVEN SERENA 
CO-FOUNDER, COO / CHIEF SUPPLY OFFICER 
SWITZERLAND, 39 YEARS OLD, NICO SERENA’S BROTHER

While the designer is still dreaming about the product, Sven Serena has 
already made it come to life. With 15 years of supply chain experience in 
the garment industry, he manages the entire AYCANE supply chain - from 
the raw materials, to production, to storage, to delivery, to returns. Some 
exciting details: While Sven was with KJUS, he established a quality cont-
rol system and managed a research and development facility in Shenzhen, 
China. This gives Sven the insider edge on every technology and, the first 
thing he does is put them through quality control.

LinkedIn

THE CREATOR, EVELYN GIGER 
CO-FOUNDER, CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER 
AUSTRIA, 36 YEARS OLD, MARRIED TO DANIEL GIGER

Evelyn Giger is the creator of this powerful brand - bursting with energy, 
creative ingenuity and with a clear objective: Hockey players should feel 
an emotional connection with AYCANE. Furthermore AYCANE speaks their 
language and has their best interests at heart. She finds inspiration in the 
hockey scene, using her sixth sense to create a brand that communicates 
her passion for perfection, from both an aesthetic and a functional stand-
point. Her background? As KJUS Head of Marketing, she and the Serena 
brothers formed an invincible team. Before this, she was major event orga-
nizer and was also the boss of her own marketing agency in Austria.

LinkedIn | Instagram
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GRÜNDER

THE LIVING LEGEND, PETER FORSBERG 
CO-FOUNDER, ARCHELIO CAPITAL AG, SWEDEN, 47 YEARS OLD

What about Peter Forsberg’s wins during his hockey career? - He won it all. 
Two Stanley Cups, two Olympic games and two World Cups. Forsberg is a 
member of the Triple Gold Club. In 2003, Forsberg was deemed to be the 
best hockey player in the world and was awarded the Art Ross Trophy, as 
well as the Hart Memorial Trophy. He is named one of the ‚100 Greatest 
NHL Players‘ in history and was inducted to the IIHF Hall of Fame. As a 
living hockey legend and an experienced investor, Peter Forsberg is the link 
that connects AYCANE to the world’s top hockey players and is valued as a 
consultant on all levels.

Wikipedia | Instagram

OUR NETWORKER, DANIEL GIGER  
CO-FOUNDER, SWITZERLAND, 46 YEARS OLD, MARRIED TO 
EVELYN GIGER

Daniel Giger played professional hockey for 14 years in the top tier Swiss 
league (NLA), competed in over 600 games and in 1998, won the cham-
pionship title with EV Zug. The former forward is CEO and Chairman of the 
global “4sports Hockey AG” agency, and together with his team, he repre-
sents over 200 players in some of the world’s top leagues. Daniel Giger 
assists AYCANE with product development, athlete management, and 
endorses the AYCANE brand, helping them connect with the hockey scene.

LinkedIn



MEDIA CONTACT

EVELYN GIGER 
+41 79 358 1930  
EVELYN.GIGER@AYCANE.COM


